Abstract, Guidelines and Ranking
So often, we are introduced to use cases related to GAFAM (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon,
Microsoft) or startups from Silicon Valley, but their reality is far from the European scenario.
The objective of this study is to provide our stakeholders a selection of European Exponential
organizations that could inspire and have higher proximity to their operative scenario.
The study has scouted 100 European companies and shortlisted 40. The final selection has been based
on network proximity, industrial and geographical interests, and availability to direct interviews. The
study is not intended to be a European exhaustive picture, in fact we are aware that a lot of valuable
companies are not included.
In the first section are presented the 4 main research drivers, the ranking of 15 European Exo
organizations and an introductory section of what Exponential means. It follows a selection of 6
European cases, of which 4 Italians, with a description of their business models, their Exo attributes
and a short point of view called “our perspective”.

Exo Ranking Shortlist

Exponential Organization at a glance
Definition
"An Exponential Organization is one whose impact or output is
disproportionately large -- at least 10 times larger -- compared to its
peers because of new organizational techniques that leverage
accelerating technologies. In other words, it grows faster, bigger and
cheaper than its competition because it has a Massive Transformative
Purpose and scales as quickly as tech does.“

The set of common organizational attributes, which allow businesses to become Exponential
Organizations, are called the ExO Attributes and we can list eleven of them: Massive
Transformative Purpose, Staff on Demand, Community, Algorithms, Leveraged Assets,
Engagement, Interfaces, Dashboards, Experiments, Autonomy and Social Technologies.
The MTP (Massive Transformative Purpose) is the only ExO Attribute out of the eleven that is
mandatory and what actually differentiates a traditional type of organization and an ExO. The
MTP reflects an organization’s aspiration—the core purpose of its existence. It describes the
change in the world that the organization wants to achieve.

Attributes
How to manage
ABUNDANCE?

How to reach
ABUNDANCE?

Industrial
Business Description
UrbanVolt is the leading provider of commercial LED lighting upgrades. They provide a turnkey solution with their innovative Light
as a Service model. For a monthly subscription fee, they supply, install, insure and maintain energy efficient LED lighting.

Products and Services
UrbanVolt assume all financial and operational risk associated with a large-scale upgrade to LED lighting, making it a simple and
stress-free project for their clients. Their unique Light as a Service model includes every aspect of a lighting upgrade from start to
finish: capital investment, project management, and maintenance for a minimum of 5 years. With zero capital expenditure, most
UrbanVolt clients find that the cash flow positive model means monthly savings on their electricity bill more than covers the cost
of their subscription. For one all-inclusive monthly payment, UrbanVolt clients reap the benefits of upgrading to LED lighting
(improved light levels, a reduced carbon footprint and lower energy costs) without any of the hassle.

Value Proposition
Monthly all-inclusive Light as a Service model that pays itself out, leaves active cash flow, reduces the footprint and the hassle.
With no capital expenditure required and full project management included, UrbanVolt removes all financial and operational risks
associated with upgrading to LED. Clients get all the benefits without any of the hassles.

Interfaces

Clients have access to a platform called Dataful where they can
monitor their KPIs and have access to pre and post installation
performances.

Dashboard

Urban volt owns several dashboards to constantly monitor their
operations such as dashboard for analyzing invested companies
savings, for marketing and business opportunities analysis.

Experimentation
Urban Volt DNA is based on experimentations and the
organization is continuously improving and testing new
approaches with clients and market.

Social Tech
The office is paperless, therefore social tech is the core for
collaborations. Slack and Drive are just few of the social tech they use
to collaborate and operate.

Staff on Demand
Urban Volt carries on worldwide projects and they leverage on
external providers and partners to install their products/services.

Algorithms
The algorithm is the core of the business model and it quantifies
exactly the energy consumption based on the sector (labor
intensity), operating hours, ceiling altitude, square meter and
country of operations.

Our perspective
Urban Volt is a vibrant Irish startup that is growing rapidly in its domain.
Its business model is based on accuracy and measurability of its
operations and it is empowered by algorithms. Dashboards facilitate the
team to measure investment performances and to monitor their clients.
They run their business internationally and they leverage on staff on
demand for the light as services interventions.
Those are the three main attributes that in our opinion contribute more
to their business model and scalability.

Main attributes contributions
Algorithm
Staff on Demand
Dashboard

Fintech
Business Description
Credimi offers different factoring products via a cloud-based platform that allows any business to fund their trade receivables in a
faster, more flexible and easier way than any other existing alternative on the market.

Products and Services
Credimi offers a simplified factoring experience and access. All Italian companies can apply from any device with internet access.
All they need to provide is the VAT number and the VAT number(s) of their clients. Thanks to Credimi’s smart algorithms and
automated processes, the online application takes 5-10 minutes (at maximum) and customers are able to receive a credit decision
within 3 days. Credimi has a very flexible offering that is able to highly differentiates interest rates based on a client’s individual
profile. There is also no obligation to accept Credimi’s quotes, and no minimum number of invoices, nor minimum loan volume.
All services fees are detailed upfront, transparent, and aligned with (or are lower than) industry standards.

Value Proposition
An easy factoring process to serve efficiently SMEs with no hidden costs and pay per use model that is variable depending on the
risk profile.

Interfaces

The factoring process is fully automated and the clients can follow
all the steps in his own area. Within 3 days they are informed about
the acceptance. Interfaces are constantly challenged with various
layout to optimize the experience.

Dashboard

Employees have the possibility to create their own dashboards in
order to measure the performance and to improve.

Experimentation
Credimi is highly focused on experimentation mode and it is based
on two degrees of autonomy. Employees have an extended
experimentation autonomy in their role, but strategic priorities
should be taken into account to do not lose the focus on main goals.

Social Tech
Credimi is using various social tech to improve operations and
collaborations such as Slack, Dropbox, Atlassian, workable and sales
force.

Algorithms
Algorithms are the core of the risk and fraud management tool to
assess client requests. The process is supported by two algorithms
that facilitate the final expert’s decisions.

Leveraged Asset
Credimi is leveraging an external fund to finance its factoring
operations.

Our perspective
Credimi is an Italian promising startup facilitating the factoring process
for SMEs. Factoring access and acceptance period are very long in banks
and Credimi, powered by two proprietary algorithms, respond to SME
request in 3 days. Dashboard to measure the marketing, sales and
investment performance are critical to the success. Therefore, they are
plenty of digital tools to support the team. SMEs have an easy interface
to request the factoring and to monitor the progress before and after the
acceptance.

Main attributes contributions
Algorithm
Interfaces
Dashboard

Influencer Platform
Business Description
Buzzoole is a creative and data driven influencer strategy company.
The platform is a market place that meets brands marketing needs and micro-influencers to perform marketing and strategic
advertisements to their target audience.

Products and Services
Through an Influencer Marketing Platform, Buzzoole offers a 360 degree solution for brands, agencies and media partners.
The platform uses cutting-edge Artificial Intelligence and data to automate, manage and measure investments with influencer.

Value Proposition
Buzzoole's Value Proposition is “Access the world's largest Influencer Community” and it is mainly oriented to big Brands. This
Value Proposition is delivered thanks to Buzzoole’s ability to operate in over 100 regions and with most of the marketing
platforms. To date, there are over 295,000 “Registered influencer” for more than 1990 clients.

Experimentation
Both the development team and the marketer team are usually
testing new features and new campaigns. In this way, Buzzoole is
able to regularly improve its multi-sided platform and it is able to
constantly engage the community of Influencer Marketers.

Community and Crowd
Buzzoole invests in maintaining and engaging its community of
influencer marketers providing valuable advice on the "State of the
industry“ to uncover the latest marketing trends in the sector as
well as detailing the obstacles and investment opportunities
available for the influencer.

Algorithms
Buzzoole developed a powerful technology based on deep learning
algorithms, statistical models and social listening that is capable to
boost Brand Affinity. By deploying Natural Language Understanding
and Image Recognition, its proprietary Artificial Intelligence allows
to analyze Creator profiles and contents.

Leveraged Assets
The contents produced by the Creators registered on the platform
are one of the assets on which Buzzoole leverages. The asset that is
protected thanks to a fraud detection system that identifies the
influencer who are likely to engage with fraudulent activities (such
as the use of BOTs and suspicious audience).

Engagement
Buzzoole implemented a rewarding system based on specific
"Badges" to engage its community and encourage influencers to
make their social contents more and more creative.

Our perspective
Buzzoole is one of the Italian organizations with the highest growth rates
(+ 87% of turnover between 2015 and 2018), thanks to its multi-sided
platform. Its continuous investments in technology to provide unique
features on the market, the creation of a SaaS platform for large
corporates, and its large community are relevant strengths to leverage in
order to reach exponential growth.
Those are the three main attributes that in our option contribute more
to their business model and scalability.
.

Main attributes contributions
Experimentation
Algorithms
Leveraged Assets

Online Grocery
Business Description
Supermercato24 is the first Italian online shopping player, with same-day home delivery. It offers an innovative, convenient and
fast service that allows customers to save time and to place online orders in their favorite supermarket food.

Products and Services
Through its service offered to the biggest local and international supermarket chains, Supermercato24 helps their partners to
digitalize their assortment, manage payments and offer home deliveries.

Value Proposition
Its value proposition is offering to the supermarket chains an end-to-end service to bring the store online without any investment
or set-up costs. For the customers the value proposition is “the best supermarkets in your hands” thanks to the thousands of
products from the best supermarket chains.

Interfaces

Supermercato24 uses its own IT systems to effectively manage
personal shoppers, customers and business chain partners. This
fundamental asset for the startup is constantly evolving in order to
improve both customer experience and journey of personal
shoppers.

Staff on Demand
Supermercato24 connects supermarkets to final customers
through a strong network of "Personal Shoppers". They are nonsubordinate workers who offer their availability buying products
and delivering them to the final customers in the area, days and
times they prefer.

Algorithms
Due to its algorithms, Supermarket24 is analyzing the behaviors of
its customers to provide important aggregated information to its
partners in order to optimize their stocks of products.

Leveraged Assets
The home delivery structure of Supermercato24 is based on
"Personal Shoppers“ .

Our perspective
Online grocery is growing rapidly. Its market value has doubled from
2016 to 2018, suggesting that consumers are starting to get more
comfortable ordering essentials and certain foods online.
Supermercato24 with more than 65,000 products and 30 cities already
served can drive this market by leveraging on Personal Shopper that
guarantee delivery in 1 hour.
Those are the three main attributes that in our option contribute more
to their business model and scalability.

Main attributes contributions
Staff on Demand
Algorithms
Leveraged Assets

Transportation
Business Description
Flixbus is a German brand that offers intercity bus service in Europe and the United States. FlixBus does not own any
buses and does not employ drivers; its services run in co-operation with regional bus companies. Local partners are
responsible for the day-to-day running of routes, while Flixbus is responsible for permits, network planning, marketing,
pricing, quality management and customer service and retains 25-30% of the ticket price, remitting the remainder to its
operating partners.
Products and Services
Flixbus is a software company running private bus transportation in Europe and US. The company provides private
transportation at very low fare, moreover it offers special packages such as “Interflix” where users can buy at 99€ 5
tickets that give access to 5 European cities. The company also offers bus rental and recently lunched Trainflix in
Germany. Trainflix have the same service’s features of the bus business.
Value Proposition
The main value proposition is simplify and digitize the bus transportation experience with technological advancements
like e-ticketing system, FlixBus-App, free Wi-Fi on board, GPS Live Tracking and an automated Delay-Management
System.

Interfaces

Passengers customer journey is fully digital. Clients have access
to ticketing service, seat and luggage selection. Passengers can
also monitor the bus status and position in real time.

Staff on demand
Flixbus does not employ drivers, they leverage on external
partners that provides buses and drivers.

Algorithms
Routing and pricing is dynamically adjusted based on demand
forecasting to optimize the offerings and the revenue
performance.

Leveraged Assets
The company does not own the bus fleet which belongs to small
and medium bus operators. The partners should follow a strict
policy to provide a highly qualified and standardize experience
to final users.

Our perspective
Flixbus has already gained a major foothold in Europe and it is also
venturing into the USA. Its business model is less prone to the
conflicts facing Uber and Lyft and we don’t expect the same kind of
hurdles. In addition it is building an extensive platform that could be
applied to the freight industry and train transportation. Leveraging
on their core competences to disrupt other sectors could be an
opportunity for scaling.

Main attributes contributions
Staff on demand
Algorithm
Leveraged Assets

Luggage Storage
Business Description
BAGBNB is a luggage storage network that provides luggage storage services. The company works with various local
businesses like coffee shops, bike rental shops, bars, and hotels. It verifies local businesses to guarantee the safety
of luggages. Through BAGBNB, clients are redirected to the closest local business in an area of choice.
Products and Services
BAGBNB provides a luggage storage service worldwide. Clients can access to the platform and pick the closest
location where to leave their luggage. Once the booking is completed, people will receive a summary of the
booking including the details of the chosen drop-off location.
Value Proposition
Convenient luggage storage in terms of cost and proximity to improve the quality of your trip.

Interfaces

BAGBNB has an easy to use interface that provides the
essential information to facilitate the booking decision such
us the closest angel, the cost and the operative hours.

Autonomy

The company is leveraging local business developer that
have a high level of freedom in business and local
experimentation.

Staff on demand
The model is based on staff on demand, therefore the
storage providers are partially allocating their time to serve
BAGBNB clients.

Leveraged Assets
The company does not own the locations, but it is leveraging
on shops, bars, hotels, and other business activities in the
city.

Our perspective
Bagbnb demonstrated an impressive international growth
record. Its business however is not protected by entry barriers
and it must keep growing fast to overcome future competitors.
If the company will keep experimenting and leveraging
autonomy, it could innovate in adjacent areas like tour ticketing.
The luggage storage is a good point of contact to cross-selling
other services to their clients.

Main attributes contributions
Algorithm
Staff on demand
Leveraged Assets

European Scouted Companies

The 100 Scouted Companies
Acronis
Adglow
Adyen
AImotive
Artemest
Bagbnb
Bankera
Banuba
Bending Spoons
Benevolent AI
BlaBlaCar
Bolt
Buzzoole
Cabify
Casavo
Circle
Civitanavi
Cloud4wi
CornerJob
Credimi
Doocsity
D-Orbit
Eligma
Empatica
Etoro
Evaneos
Fatture in Cloud
FintechOS
Flixbus
Fotolia
Freeda
Freeletics
Gideon Brothers
Gjirafa
Glovo
Home 24
Immobiliare.it
Instafreight
Ivi
Job Today
Klarna
Kolonial.no
Letgo
Lidyana
Lilium
Mews Systems
Minit
Mintos
Money Farm

MotorK
Musement
N26
Netdata
NoiCompriamoAuto.it
Ocado
Odoo
OMNIO
OneTray
Ontruck
OutSystems
Oval Money
PDFfiler
Picnic
Prima Assicurazioni
RELEX Solutions
Research Gate
Revolut
Roboze
Sailogy
Satispay
Seedtag
Showpad
Skyscanner
Soisy
SosTariffe
Sound Cloud
Soundreef
Spotahome
Spotify
Supermercato 24
Takeaway
Talent Garden
Talkdesk
Telepass
Tezos
Thinfilm
Tobii
Transferwise
Travel Appeal
Tricentis
TripCreator
Trustpilot
UIPath
Unity
Urban Volt
Vinted
Xnext

European Shortlisted Companies
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